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he ravishing seaside city of Santa 

Monica, home to a plenitude of THollywood celebrities, is the meeting 

place of the global film market in November's 

autumn, every year. This is the time when the 

American Film Market, the world's largest 

film market, transforms the city into the Film 

Capital of the World. In 2011 between 2 – 9 

November, industry professionals will gather 

at this elite film market to do the business of 

independent motion picture production and 

distribution. 

AFM is about films of all genres from across 

the world. It is produced by the Independent 

Film & Television Alliance, the trade alliance 

representing the world's producers and 

distributors of independent motion pictures 

and television programs. The event was 

founded in the year 1981 and before long, 

AFM evolved into the premier global 

marketplace, where production and 

distribution deals are sealed.

Over 8,000 key industry players rendezvous 

at the AFM and engages in screenings, 

conferences, networking, parties and trade. 

The AFM Conference Series, a five-day 

program covering every aspect of cinema and 

featuring the industry's pioneers, decision 

makers and experts, is a lucky chance to 

listen to intimate, interactive and informative 

conversations by luminaries. With more than 

800 screenings of above 400 films, 30 films 
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screened every two hours and pacesetters 

from over 70 countries attending the event, 

AFM provides unparalleled access and 

opportunity for  independent film makers and 

business people from all over the world.

All Lights makes its presence felt for the first 

time at the AFM and presents “All lights on 

AFM” as the spotlight of this issue. Discover 

the coverstory 'Saint Dracula', an upcoming 

flick that will acquaint the viewers with a 

virtuous Dracula, through “The Divine 

Dracula”. Veteran Indian actor Om Puri talks 

to  All Lights on cinema and his life in an 

interview. Film festivals are what All Lights 

thrives on and this issue, we have an article 

on the “Festival of Festivals” Toronto 

International Film Festival. The contemplative 

cinema viewer will relish the piece on 

American Independent Film Movement and an 

analysis of the 83rd Academy awards. For 

those who get high on Harry Potter, All Lights 

dishes out a complete report on all Potter 

movies. Top Ten Picks – 2012 will give you an 

insight into the movies you must look out for 

in the coming year. Enjoy reading our AFM 

special issue and we will be back with more 

interesting pieces in the next issue. 

Till then, happy movie-ing. 

Over to America

Editorial
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Spotlight

he business of independent motion picture 

production and distribution reaches its peak Tevery year at the American Film Market 

(AFM), the world's largest film market. Founded in 

1981, the AFM is a pivotal destination for 

independent film companies and business people 

from all over the world. Each year, more than 8,000 

industry professionals converge in Santa Monica for 

eight days of deal-making, screenings, seminars, 

premieres, networking and parties.

The 2010 American Film Market was wrapped up 

with an overall attendance climbing 6% to 7,695, 

versus 7,246 the previous year. Buying companies 

rose 1% to 664 from 658 in 2009, while buying 

executives at the AFM remained nearly on par with 

2009 at 1,417. Attendance among Exhibitor-

affiliated participants including their executives, 

producers, talent and guests finished at 3,321, 

down 1% from previous year. Industry Attendees, a 

category that includes all non-buyers/sellers, 

jumped 23% to a record 1,988. Rounding out the 

other categories are Guests mainly, government 

officials, NGOs, AFI FEST filmmakers, etc., up 11% 

to 753, and Press, also 11% higher to 216.

Countries with more buyers at the AFM last year 

included Italy (+23%; 53 in 2010 vs. 43 in 2009), 

Sweden (+133%, 14 vs. 6), Russia (+31%, 42 vs. 32), 

China (+64%, 23 vs. 14) and Singapore (+32%, 25 

vs. 19). Fewer buyers came from Netherlands (-18%, 

27 vs. 33), Spain (-18%, 33 vs. 40), Argentina (-25%, 

18 vs. 24) and Brazil, (-19%, 26 vs. 32).

All Lights on
AMERICAN FILM MARKET 

Nov 2-9, 2011
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Sellers, meanwhile, decreased 7% to 343, an across-

the-board decline with no major shifts among 

countries.

The 2010 AFM had 427 films from 36 countries, 43 

world premieres, 306 market premieres, 21 films 

screened in 3D - a total of more than 700 total 

screenings.

The 2011 American Film Market is launching a new 

five-day conference program at the 2011 Market in 

Santa Monica. The inaugural AFM Conference 

Series will cover five topics spanning from treatment 

to screen. The AFM's 8,000 attendees will have the 

rare opportunity to hear from the industry's global 

thought leaders, decision makers and experts who 

all converge annually at the AFM.

The AFM Conference Series, scheduled for 9 a.m.-1 

p.m. daily from Friday, Nov. 4 - Tuesday, Nov. 8, will 

be comprised of the Finance Conference, Production 

Conference, Marketing Conference, Distribution 

Conference and Pitch Conference. The AFM 

Conference Series will greatly enhance the 

experience for AFM attendees, offering tremendous 

value, knowledge, insight and direct access to global 

luminaries whom they otherwise would not find all 

in one place. Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP 

will serve as the presenting sponsor of the AFM 

Conference Series.

In addition, AFM will introduce an Industry 

Conversations program comprised of 14 intimate, 

interactive and informative discussions led by 

visionaries, trendsetters and experts, which will be 

offered free to market attendees at 2:30 p.m. - 4 

ALL LIGHTS, NOVEMBER 2011 05
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p.m. daily from Nov. 2-8.

This year's AFM highlights include, around 800 

screenings of more than 400 films, 30 films 

screened every two hours and 

more than 400 

production/distribution 

companies exhibiting. 

AFI FEST 2011 presented by 

Audi will take place in 

association with the American 

Film Market in Hollywood, 

California at the historic 

Chinese Theatre, the Chinese 6 

Theatres at the Hollywood & 

Highland Center, the Egyptian 

Theatre of the American 

Cinematheque and the 

Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. 

Since its launch as FILMEX in 

1971, Los Angeles' longest 

running international film 

festival has been bringing world 

cinema to the city. This year will 

mark the 25th edition of the 

Festival as AFI FEST, the American Film Institute's 

annual celebration of international cinema from 

modern masters and emerging filmmakers that 

features nightly red-carpet galas, special screenings, 

conversations and tributes. The Academy of Motion 

Picture Arts and Sciences recognizes AFI FEST as a 

qualifying festival for the Short Films category of the 

annual Academy Awards. And AFI FEST is still the 

only film festival in the United States to hold the 

prestigious FIAPF accreditation (FIAPF.org), 

assuring a high standard of quality and reliability 

for the international film community. 

Director Pedro Almodóvar will 

be the Guest Artistic Director 

for this year's AFI FEST. As 

Guest Artistic Director, 

Almodóvar will present a 

screening of his 1986 film, LAW 

OF DESIRE, commemorating 

the 25th Anniversary of the 

film and his production 

company, El Deseo S.A. He will 

also curate a sidebar program 

of films that have inspired his 

work, and he will be featured in 

the creative campaign of AFI 

FEST 2011 presented by Audi.

Opening Night Gala will be the 

World Premiere of J. EDGAR, 

directed by Clint Eastwood! J. 

EDGAR stars Academy Award 

nominee Leonardo DiCaprio in 

the title role, along with 

Academy Award nominee 

Naomi Watts, Armie Hammer and Oscar winner 

Judi Dench.  It is produced by Academy Award 

winners Eastwood and Brian Grazer and Oscar 

nominee Robert Lorenz.  From an original 

screenplay by Oscar winner Dustin Lance Black, the 

film explores the public and private life of one of the 

most powerful, controversial and enigmatic figures 

of the 20th century, J. Edgar Hoover, founding 

director of the FBI.
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In the history of 

living horror, one 

name stands out as 

the archetype of 

evil… DRACULA!!!  

The thought of 

Dracula has 

haunted millions of 

human minds all over the world ever 

since Bramstocker created that immortal character 

in 1931. No character of fiction has ever had such a 

huge impact over such a long 

period.

Deep inside the subconscious 

mind of every person, there will 

be vivid and colorful stampings 

created by childhood horror 

stories. These impressions set 

up a platform of fascination 

towards ghost stories. The story 

of Dracula became all the more 

fascinating mainly on two 

counts.  1) due to its 

magnificent correlation with 

actual geographies and 

historical events. 2) Its strong 

religious message of the 

triumph of God over satan. 

The historical background of the 

story goes like this. Dracula was 

born in 1431 in Transylvania 

into a noble family and was the 

son of Vlad Dracul. All the 

members of the order had a 

dragon on their coat of arms, 

and that is what brought him the 

nickname of Dracul (the Devil). He 

used to sign himself Draculea or 

Draculya - the Devil's son -, a name 

which was distorted into Dracula.

Dracula earned another nickname, 

"Vlad Tepes" (pronounced tsep-pesh), which 

means "Vlad the Impaler." Dracula's favorite method 

of torture was to impale people and leave them to 

writhe in agony.

A Messiah
called Dracula

Rupesh Paul
Director - ‘Saint Dracula 3D’

Cover Story
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In fact, Vlad was called Tepes (the 

Impaler) only after his death (1476). He 

ruled in Wallachia between 1456-1462 

and in 1476. In 1462, having been 

defeated by the Turks, Vlad took refuge 

in Hungary. In 1476, with the help of 

the Hungarian king Matia Corvin and 

the Moldavian prince Stephen the Great, 

Vlad took over the Wallachian throne 

again for a month. A battle followed, 

during which Vlad was killed. His body 

was buried in the church of the Snagov 

Monastery, on an island near 

Bucharest. His body lies in front of the 

altar. In 1835, a richly dressed but 

beheaded corpse was exhumed at Snagov, a fate 

known to have overtaken Dracula, whose head was 

supposedly wrapped, perfumed and dispatched as a 

gift to the Turkish sultan.

Based on his horrifying atrocities, books and 

pamphlets were printed that told about Vlad's 

cruelty. These booklets also reached Germany and 

Western Europe, where Dracula became known as a 

bloody tyrant.

In 1897, the Irish writer Bram Stoker published 

Dracula, which made Vlad the Impaler famous 

world-wide. Stoker read the stories 

about Dracula printed in the 15th and 

16th centuries and was struck by his 

acts of cruelty. In fact, Stoker used Vlad 

only as a source of inspiration, since in 

his novel, Dracula is not prince Vlad the 

Impaler, but a Transylvanian count 

living in a mysterious castle where he 

lured his victims.

Legend and true history about Dracula 

intermingled and are being kept alive 

through a series of movies based on 

Dracula. 

An amazing number of movies have hit 

the screen, illustrating the theme of vengeance and 

horror that revolves around the evil persona, Count 

Dracula. Till date the movies that have been filmed 

on Count Dracula, have portrayed on screen the 

atrocities inhered by the Count and his longing for 

revenge.

As a result of years of research in the history 

associated with Dracula, a new perspective has 

evolved, which is the theme of the movie 'Saint 

Dracula' soon to release.  This 3D movie is filmed at 

the serene countryside of England, its locations 

Bram Stoker
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“There is a saying that history is 

always written by the side who 

wins the war. Similarly persons 

are glorified and demonized 

according to the fancy of the 

story teller. Careful research and 

analysis sometimes reveal 

astonishing new concepts, 

smashing age old myths and 

beliefs. 'Saint Dracula' is such a 

revelation by itself.”

Sohan Roy- 
Executive Producer, 

Project Designer - 'Saint Dracula'

being Wales, Manchester, and Liverpool. The script 

and direction is credited to Rupesh Paul and is 

being produced by BizTV Networks, the producer of 

the promising movie 'DAM 999' distributed by 

Warner Bros.

This movie is absolutely different from the usual 

Count Dracula movies. This movie depicts the 

rebirth of Dracula for love and not for vengeance. 

The main cast of the movie is the British actor Mitch 

Powell, playing the role of Dracula and Brazilian 

actress Patricia Duarte as Clara, his love interest in 

the movie. The other cast of the movie includes 

Daniel Shayler; Suzanne Roche; Bill Hutchins. This 

The director of the movie, Rupesh Paul is 

trying to create a new image for the legendary 

antagonist, Dracula who is dignified through 

the movie. Unlike Bram Stroker's 'Dracula', 

which sends a chill through the spine, Saint 

Dracula portrays a different dimension of 

Dracula, who holds a hero figure in the nation 

of Romania and is christened as a saint in the 

Orthodox congregation of the nation.

real time 3D movie is shot with the help of talented 

technicians from around the globe. The movie will 

be ready for release in December 2011.

Cover Story
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kingdom. The creative aspects of film making 

diminished and Hollywood became factories that 

churn out films based on formulas and dimensions. 

But there were attempts to break free from these 

clutches of the studio built, studio operated film 

making modes from the early years itself. The roots of 

independent film making can be traced back from as 

early as 1900s as a few film makers tried to break 

free from the patents of the Edison Motion Picture 

Company.  The term 'independent film started to be 

heard more frequently during the 1900s itself.  But 

during the early days the term 'independent film' 

meant to be the films made against the patent rights 

of the MPPC.  But later on a group of film makers, 

inspired by the "art house" films of Ingmar Bergman 

of Sweden and Federico Fellini of Italy started to take 

film making seriously and they wanted to come out 

from the paved ways of Hollywood film making which 

was profit oriented. 

The term independent film majorly meant any film 

made outside the major studios and with minimal 

budget. This gave freedom for the film makers to 

Cinema in America was 

always in the hand of major 

studios. The business model 

for film production and 

distribution were formed as 

early as 1910's, just after a 

decade of the invention of 

Cinema. The studio system 

became prominent and the 

'Major 5 and little 3' as they 

were known, started to rule 

the cinema kingdom.
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inema is an invention without future”, 

commented Louis Lumiere  in 1895! For the CLumiere brothers Cinema was only an 

extension of photography. They couldn't foresee the 

story telling capabilities of cinema.  According to 

them it was just a passing fad that was supposed to 

fade away once the initial curiosity withered away. 

But history proved that Lumiere's prediction was 

utterly wrong. Cinema just took over the world by a 

storm. Once its story telling capabilities were 

discovered and the entertainment value ascertained, 

various business models took shape in different parts 

of the world. The production and distribution systems 

were invented and perfected by people around the 

globe mainly by the Americans.

If you look into the history of films, cinema was 

considered as art in the rest of the world, except in 

America. In USA, the major interest was in the 

business aspect of the films and not the art. This was 

evident from the era of D.W.Griffith who was sent to 

Hollywood to find out new pastures for film making to 

the present era. But in Europe and Asia, film makers 

were more interested in the artistic possibilities of 

cinema rather than the business viabilities. 

"Nouvelle Vogue" from France, "Free cinema" from 

Britain, "Neo Realism" from Italy, Film Theories from 

Russia, and "New Wave" from India can be seen as a 

result of this quest of the film makers for more 

artistic and meaningful cinema, rather than churning 

out some formula based flicks just to spin money.  

Godard's famous comment, "I pity the French 

Cinema, because it has no money. I pity the 

American Cinema, because it has no ideas!" came at 

this juncture. For Hollywood, Cinema was always 

larger than life and formulaic.  This was what the film 

makers from other parts of the world tried to break. 

They believed that recreating the realities is what 

makes cinema magical. According Godard, cinema is 

something in-between art and life. 

Cinema in America was always in the hand of major 

studios. The business model for film production and 

distribution were formed as early as 1910's, just after 

a decade of the invention of Cinema. The studio 

system became prominent and the 'Major 5 and little 

3' as they were known, started to rule the cinema 
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the independent film makers are more in control. 

They don't have to wait for major studios to finance 

their production. The inexpensive Digital cameras 

which almost replicate the image quality of the 35mm 

film and non-linear editing suites has made the life of 

the aspiring film makers'  easy. They can make films 

for their satisfaction without any clutches from the 

studios. Even though the film production is made 

simple, the distribution of such films is still complex. 

Production and distribution has to be strong for such 

films to exist. The distribution system has to be made 

stronger and the focus should be in this direction. 

Even though there are discussions happening on the 

possibility of using Internet as an option for 

distributing independent films, the success of such a 

venture has to be debated. Cinema is something that 

has to be enjoyed in the darkness with a crowd not 

less than a few hundreds and the silver screen and a 

projector. That's what makes the Cinema magical. 

The illusion of light that falls on to the darkness in 

express themselves and upheld the concept of cinema 

as an art rather than a mere trading commodity. 

the theatre is what makes cinema a cinema! Now, the 

major arena for the so called 'art films' are film 
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The Dark Knight Rises
Cast : Christian Bale, Joseph 

Gordon-Levitt and Gary 
Oldman

Director : Christopher Nolan
Writers : Jonathan Nolan , 

Christopher Nolan
Production Co : Warner Bros. Pictures
Country : USA
World wide Release : July 2012

Storyline: Christian Bale returns as 
Batman.

The Amazing Spider-
Man
Cast : Andrew Garfield ,Emma 

Stone , Martin Sheen
Director : Marc Webb
 Writers : Alvin, Sargent, Steve Kloves
Distributor (s) : Sony Pictures
Country : USA
Worldwide Release : July 2012

Storyline : Peter Parker (Andrew Garfield) is 
going back to high school when the next 
"Spider-Man" hits theaters in the summer of 
2012. The film will focus on a teenager 
grappling with both contemporary human 
problems and amazing super-human crises.

The Avengers
Cast : Robert Downey Jr, Chris 

Evans ,Scarlett Johansson
Director : Joss Whedon 
Writers : Zak Penn, Joss Whedon
Distributor(s) : Walt Disney Pictures
Country : USA
Worldwide Release : May 2012

Storyline : The Avengers will bring together 
the super hero team of Marvel Comics 
characters for the first time ever, including 
Iron Man, Captain America, Thor, The Hulk 
and more, as they are forced to band together 
to battle the biggest foe they've ever faced.

Clash of the Titans 2
Cast : Sam Worthington, Liam 

Neeson , Rosamund Pike
Director : Jonathan Liebesman
Writers : Dan Mazeau ,  David 

Johnson
Distributor(s) : Warner Bros. Pictures
Country : USA
Worldwide Release : March 2012

Storyline : Perseus embarks on a 
treacherous quest into the underworld to 
rescue Zeus, who has been targeted for 
capture by his traitorous son, Ares, and his 
brother, Hades.
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Die Hard 5
Cast :  Bruce Willis
Director : John Moore
Writers : Roderick Thorp, Skip 

Woods
Distributor(s) : Twentieth Century Fox Film 

Corporation
Country : USA
Worldwide Release :  2012

Storyline : John McClane and his two sons 
take on local forces in Russia.

Ghost Rider- Spirit of 
Vengeance
Cast :  Nicolas Cage, Ciarán Hinds 

,  Idris Elba
Director : Mark Neveldine, Brian 

Taylor
Writers : David S. Goyer, Roy Thomas
Distributor(s) : Sony Pictures
Country : USA
Worldwide Release :  Feb 2012

Storyline: As Johnny Blaze hides out in 
Eastern Europe, he is called upon to stop the 
devil, who is trying to take human form.

Filmosphere
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Men in Black III
Cast :  Will Smith, Tommy Lee 

Jones,  Josh Brolin
Director : Barry Sonnenfeld
Writers : Lowell Cunningham, David 

Koepp
Distributor(s) : Sony Pictures
Country : USA
Worldwide Release :  May 2012

Storyline: The MIB duo of Agent Jay (Will 
Smith) and Agent Kay (Tommy Lee Jones) are 
back in action. When the world is threatened 
by an evil alien, Agent Jay travels back in 
time to 1969, where he teams up with the 
younger Agent Kay to stop an evil villain 
named Boris (Jemaine Clement) from 
destroying the world in the future. Emma 
Thompson will play take-charge MIB 
operative Agent Oh, who is monitoring a 
prison breakout.

Contraband
Cast :  Mark Wahlberg, Giovanni 

Ribisi,  Kate Beckinsale
Director : Baltasar Kormaur
Writers : Óskar Jónasson, Arnaldur 

Indriðason
Distributor(s) : Universal Pictures
Country : USA
Worldwide Release :  January 2012

Storyline:  A security guard with financial 
troubles considers a return to his smuggling 
ways when an associate offers a potentially 
lucrative opportunity.

Bond 23
Cast :  Daniel Craig, Ralph Fiennes 

, Javier Bardem
Director : Sam Mendes
Writers : Ian Fleming , John Logan
Distributor(s) : Universal Pictures
Country : Sony Pictures
Worldwide Release :  November 2012

Storyline: The story is set to begin where 
Quantum of Solace ended. Little else is 
known about the plot.

Prometheus
Cast :  Michael Fassbender, Idris 

Elba , Patrick Wilson
Director : Ridley Scott
Writers : Damon Lindelo f ,  Jon 

Spaihts
Distributor(s) : 20th Century Fox
Country : USA
Worldwide Release :  June 2012

Storyline : A team of explorers discover a 
clue to the origins of mankind on Earth, 
leading them on a journey to the darkest 
corners of the universe. There, they must 
fight a terrifying battle to save the future of 
the human race.

 

The Hobbit: An 
Unexpected Journey
Cast : Hugo Weaving, Orlando 

Bloom ,Cate Blanchett
Director : Peter Jackson
Writers : J.R.R. Tolkien , Fran Walsh 
Distributor(s) : Warner Bros. Pictures
Country : USA
Worldwide Release :  December 2012

Storyline: Bilbo Baggins, a Hobbit, journeys 
to the Lonely Mountain accompanied by a 
group of dwarves to reclaim a treasure taken 
from them by the dragon Smaug.

Haywire
Cast : G i n a  C a r a n o ,  E w a n  

M c G r e g o r  ,  M i c h a e l  
Fassbender

Director :   Steven Soderbergh
Writers : Lem Dobbs
Distributor(s) : Relativity Media
Country : USA
Worldwide Release :  January 2012

Storyline: A black ops super soldier seeks 
payback after she is betrayed and set up 
during a mission.
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t's not everyday that epics are formed, its not 

everyday great characters which touch our souls Iare born and its not everyday emotions 

overwhelm as we bid farewell to those with whom we 

have been associated for long. Poetic it may seem to 

you, but this is exactly what millions of people 

would be feeling right now as they bid adieu to their 

hero - 'Harry Potter'. He was not just a name but an 

epic in himself, an icon of bravery for the young and 

old alike.  As I watched the end credits of the movie 

roll on screen, I couldn't believe that the "scrawny, 

black haired, green eyed bi spectacled boy" has 

IT ALL ENDS HERE
finally bid goodbyes to his fans just like that. 

It seems like yesterday when the first Harry Potter 

book was released and "Pottermania" gripped the 

entire world. An exceptional treat for all fantasy 

lovers, Harry Potter became a household name with 

a huge fan following. Everything about this 11 year 

old lad, his courage, his chivalry; was spectacularly 

striking for us. A whole new world filled with magic, 

love, friendship, trust, action and of course 

Quidditch, came live right in front of our eyes. 

Today, the world is virtually in-depth to J. K. 

Rowling, who created this character from her vision 

and bought it to life through her book. Interestingly, 

the Potter manuscript was rejected by around 8 

publishers but Rowling was quite confident about 

her work. The first novel of the series was taken up 

by Bloomsbury and 'Harry Potter and the 

Philosopher's Stone' saw day of light in the year 

1997. For some parts like the US, the book was 

renamed 'Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone' to 

give it a magical touch. 

After, Harry Potter and the Philosopher's stone 

received phenomenal response and many critical 

acclaims, JK Rowling, continued the series with 6 

more novels namely Harry Potter and the Chambers 

of Secrets (1998), Prisoner of Azkaban (1999), Goblet 

of Fire (2000), Order of the Phoenix (2003), Half 

Blood Prince (2005) and finally the Deathly Hallows 

(2007). As of now, book series have sold about 450 

million copies and has been translated into 67 

languages. Rowling even expanded Potter's world 

through her several short book projects produced 

for charities. Some of the famous works include 

'Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find them', 

'Quidditch through the Ages' and 'The Tales of 

Beedle and the Bard'. Though, Potter books have 

been associated with a lot of genre, according to  
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J.K. Rowling, the major theme of her novel is 'Death' 

since, the novel series opens with the death of 

Harry's parents and also deals with Voldemort's 

obsession to conquer death and his quest for 

immortality for which he is ready to go to any 

extent. Just like any normal person he is frightened 

of it. The author also never defined a particular 

audience for her book but surprisingly, individuals 

from all age groups identified themselves with one or 

the other character of the book.

Harry Potter series since the initial publication of 

Philosopher's Stone won various accolades which 

included four Whitaker Platinum Book Awards (all 

of which were awarded in 2001), three Nestlé 

Smarties Book Prizes (1997-1999), two Scottish Arts 

Council Book Awards (1999 and 2001), the 

inaugural Whitbread children's book of the year 

award (1999) and the WHSmith book of the year 

(2006),  among others. In 2000, Harry Potter and 

the Prisoner of Azkaban was nominated for a Hugo 

Award for Best Novel, and in 2001, Harry Potter and 

the Goblet of Fire won said award. Other honors 

include a commendation for the Carnegie Medal 

(1997), a short listing for the Guardian Children's 

Award (1998), and numerous listings on the notable 

books, editors' Choices, and best books lists of the 

American Library Association, The New York Times, 

Chicago Public Library, and Publishers Weekly.  

After the book series soared to popularity its visual 

depiction came as a joyful surprise for fans 

worldwide. The first book of the series was adapted 

into movie in the year 2001. The series was taken 

up for filming by Warner Bros. in the year 1999 for a 

reported £1 million. 

The entire story of the series revolves around, Harry, 

whose parents were killed by an evil wizard, the 

dark lord - Voldemort when he was barely one. He 

was left at the doorsteps of his only surviving non 

magical relatives, the so called "Muggles" Uncle 
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After the book series soared to popularity its visual 

depiction came as a joyful surprise for fans 

worldwide. The first book of the series was adapted 

into movie in the year 2001. The series was taken 

up for filming by Warner Bros. in the year 1999 for a 

reported £1 million. 

The entire story of the series revolves around, Harry, 

whose parents were killed by an evil wizard, the 

dark lord - Voldemort when he was barely one. He 

was left at the doorsteps of his only surviving non 

magical relatives, the so called "Muggles" Uncle 



him. But, what was thought to be long gone arrives 

with much greater power and the dark time begins. 

Lord Voldemort's reign wreck havoc not only on the 

wizarding world but even cause grave destruction in 

the muggle world and it is Harry, a true Gryffindor, 

the epitome of courage, who can save both the 

worlds from destruction. Harry vows to destroy 

Voldemort for good and his quest to retrieve the 

Horcrux begins. The war between the good and evil 

starts and rest as you know is history. 

Besides Harry there are certain other 

characters which left spell binding charm 

on us. Some of the unforgettable 

characters which require a special 

mention include Professor Dumbledore, 

Harry's teacher and mentor who helped 

Harry to face his deadliest fears with 

courage and faith. Hagrid, keeper of keys 

at Hogwarts and a lover of species who 

are supposedly termed "Dangerous"; he 

is also a very good friend of Harry, Ron 

and Hermonie. Professor Snape is yet 

another character who had been bashed 

by fans for his awful rude behavior 

towards Harry but later did we realize he 

was not that bad after all. The next 

character on my list is Dobby, the house 

elf who in his particular obsession to 

save Harry from threat at Hogwarts 

caused grave peril to his life himself. 

Harry's Godfather Sirius Black, his 

greatest enemy, Draco Malfoy, his other 

friends Nevile Longbottom, Luna 

Lovegood, The Weasley family, Remus 

Lumpin, Mad eyed Moody, Mrs. Norris, 

Mr. Filch all formed a perfect part of the 

story which made our journey with the 

Potter boy enjoyable.

The film franchise was produced by 

David Heyman and stars Daniel Radcliff, 

Emma Watson and Rupert Grint. Four 

directors who worked on the series were 

Chris Columbus, Alfonso Cuaron, Mike 

Newell and David Yates. All the series 

were reportedly blockbusters at box 

office, with a highest grossing of $6.9 

billion in worldwide receipts. The last epic fantasy 

franchise was delivered to Potter fans worldwide in 2 

installments. Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows 

part 1 was released in 2010 while Part 2, the first 

3D installment on July 15, 2011. The eighth part 

opened with universal critical acclaim and currently 

is the best reviewed films of 2011. Currently the 

27th highest grossing film of all time and the 3rd 
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Vermon and Aunt Petunia at 13th Privet Drive. He 

was constantly nagged by his aunt, uncle and 

cousin Dudley in their pursuit to keep him 

"Normal". Despite all the protective measures by his 

aunt and uncle, Harry on his 11th birthday 

discovers that he is a 'Wizard' and is now qualified 

to enter the Wizarding School, the Hogwarts School 

of Witchcraft and Wizardry led by Professor 

Dumbledore, a respectable wizard of the magical 

world. At School, he finds Ron Weasley and 

Hermione Granger (Muggle Born) who become his 

best friends for life. A single series chronicles a year 

of Harry's life where he learns to overcome his 

problems be it magical, social, emotional or 

adolescent. At each stage he prepares himself for the 

confrontations which lie ahead. Harry discovers that 

his parents were brutally murdered by Lord 

Voldemort who vanished after he attempted to kill 

Filmosphere

highest grossing movie of 2011, Harry Potter and 

the Deathly Hallows Part 2 grossed $483.2 million 

setting an opening weekend record in various 

countries breaking the previous record set by Harry 

Potter and the Half Blood Prince in 2009 ($394 

million). Within 10 days of its release, the Potter 

movie made a whooping $7 billion, still counting, 

globally.

Looking back at the series, if you ask me to sum it 

up entirely in one word, I would say 'Satisfying'. The 

series delighted me, the characters made me smile, 

made me cry and finally come to a fair end. It's 

disheartening to know that the green eyed lad won't 

be back again on the big screen but as we say "All is 

well that Ends well". Here I pen down my final 

farewell to 'Harry Potter - The Boy who lived'.
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Hollywood's marketing machine.  But with all of the 

star-driven films getting the media attention, 

smaller films have to work even harder to gain 

traction.

Today, between 300 and 400 films are screened, 

many of them major world or international 

premieres. In the past the large size of the program 

had been critiqued as making the festival too big to 

navigate, but with the opening of the "Bell Lightbox" 

in 2010 as the new festival hub, screenings now 

occur all around Toronto's downtown area. 

Many major sales tend to go down at the festival 

("The Wrestler", "A Single Man", and "The King's 

Speech,"  are recent examples), while dozens of films 

already set for distribution use the fest as a 

launching pad. Many an Oscar campaign has 

started in Toronto, some of them quite successful 

(see "American Beauty," "Juno," "Slumdog 

Millionaire," etc.)

The city itself is friendly, clean, and the often low 

Canadian dollar can make it a much cheaper 

venture than European fests or even Sundance. The 

festival prides itself on Toronto's audiences, and the 

industry generally agrees - part of the reason 

Toronto has been so successful as a major festival is 

its ability to work as a real test of audience reaction.

TIFF began in 1976 as the "Festival of Festivals", 

collecting the best films from other film festivals 

around the world and showing them to eager 

audiences in Toronto. That first year, 35,000 

enthusiasts watched 127 films from 30 countries. 

By 2011, those numbers have 

grown to feature more than 300 
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from George 

Clooney: The Ides 

of March, in which 

he directed and co-

starred alongside 

Ryan Gosling, and 

The Descendants, 

by Sideways 

director Alexander 

Payne. 

The Toronto 

International Film 

Festival, or TIFF as 

its widely known, is 

a massive, 

publicly-attended 

film festival held 

each September in 

Toronto, Ontario, 

Canada. Widely 

considered the 

kick-off of the 

North American fall 

movie season and the launch of many awards 

campaigns, TIFF is essentially a must for anyone on 

all sides of the North American film industry - from 

buyers and sellers to bloggers and critics and 

anyone in between. 

The festival was originally known as "The Festival of 

Festivals," and began in 1976 at the Windsor Arms 

Hotel in downtown Toronto. At this point, it was 

essentially a collection of the best films from 

festivals around the world, much like fests like New 

York and AFI are today. In the mid-1990s, though, 

the festival underwent a major transformation (and 

a name change), and with it became a big part of 

ollywood took over the streets of Toronto 

once again, as celebrities and stargazers Hrolled into town for the Toronto 

International Film Festival. Famous familiar faces 

flood the streets for 11 days, along with thousands 

of fans hoping to catch a glimpse of their favourite 

stars.

This year's fest includes an extra day for even more 

films and star sightings, premium screenings with 

world and North America premieres and red carpet 

events. The lineup of films included David 

Cronenberg's A Dangerous Method, the U2 

documentary From The Sky Down, and two entries 

SPOT-LIGHT ON
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The secret of the Festival's 

success is its unique 

combination of two parallel 

festivals: one for a large 

audience passionate about film 

and one for the world's press 

and industry. The Festival also 

manages to be the launch pad 

for both big Hollywood films 

and art house cinema 

from around the 

world.

TIFF has remained 

committed to 

educating and 

broadening 

audiences, adding to 

the cultural richness 

of Canada's 

community. 
Piers Handling

Mission Impossible 
- Ghost Protocol

And Tom Cruise is all set to deliver the lastest sequel of greatest action 
hits 'Mission Impossible - 4'. From the very beginign of this series the 
star made sure he sticked to be one of the producers and this time the 
movie sure seems more action packed than ever.  The movie sticks to 
the secret missions of an IMF agent 'Ethan Hunt' and his team. The 
stunts often suprises the audience with a variety sequencial 
destruction of what we see around everyday. This time the plots 
thickens right from the start, when a terrorist bombing destroys the 
Kremlin, the United States government initiates a black ops "ghost 
protocol" and disavows the entire Impossible Mission Force. Ethan 
Hunt and his team are to be blamed for the attack, but are allowed to 
escape as part of a plan to enable them to operate in the dark, outside 
of their agency. However, Hunt is warned that if any member of his 
team is captured during their mission, they will be charged as terrorists 
planning to incite global nuclear war. Ethan is then forced to work with 
ex-IMF agent Brandt, who knows more about Hunt and his past than 
even Hunt himself. Tom Cruise is supported by Ving Rhames as Luther 
Stickel, Jeremy Renner as Brandt and even an Indian actor Anil Kapoor 
as Brij Nath. Seems like this would be the first time an Indian actor 
appeares in the MI series.Apart from Indian actors, India too has been 
filmed specifically Mumbai & Banglore along with other nations such as 
U.A.E , Czech Republic and Canada. This time agent Ethan Hunt 
zooms down inside the Burj Khalifa, the tallest building in the world 
located in U. A. E, the very first time a stunt of this sort is been done 
there. The glimpse or the trailer sure has kept the expectations of the 
audience high but then the question rises. 'would it be worth it?'. Well 
back to the facts, the  world wide distribution of the title would be by 
Paramount pictures and is expected to hit the screens on dec 21st but 
IMAX gets a 5 day head start, and that sure doesn't need to be 
reminded to anyone based on the previous weekend box office charts of 
MI - 3.The estimated budget is $140 million USD while the predecessor 
was budgetted $150 million USD but sure brought in an whopping 
$395 million USD.With the growing audience for Hollywood movies and 
this time you can count India and U. A. E too, the title does have the 
potential to be listed among the most grossed movies of the year 2011. 
Looks like we have a winner on board!!!

Get to Know it
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Biz Notes on Cinema

nnovation is the key to advancements, be it the 

field of arts and communication, academics or Iscience and technology. The history of 

innovation in the filed of cinema is no different. 

Many great cinematic innovations have been carried 

over the years. Some of the prominent ones being 

the reclining seats, smell-o-vision, Sensurround, 

Percepto. The recent resurgence of 3D has definitely 

taken the industry by storm; the trend has come to 

become a fad, but is this technology really the 

future of our movie industry?

Looking at the history of 3D movies, this is not a 

new concept.  William Friese Greene was the first 

person to take patent for first 3D motion picture. 

The trend continued till the 80s but due to the 

sophisticated measures used, use of this technology 

declined. But now, Hollywood is back to revive the 

3D concepts in a more intriguing way, trying to keep 

us hooked to the screen. Variety of 3D technologies - 

from 3D animation to stereoscopic Real-D and IMAX 

3D presentation have grown in popularity with both 

audiences and filmmakers in recent years. Though 

futurefuture
Cinema?

Biz Notes on Cinema

first introduced in 1915, 3D technology steadily 

improved and reached its peak in 2009 with James 

Cameron's Avatar, the highest-grossing film of all 

time.

What makes a 3D experience different is the thrill it 

provides. The images are sharper and much 

intricate in details. 3D images not only tickle the 

senses of its audience but also helps the film 

makers to expand their boundaries to the limits of 

their imagination. The entire picture seems so real 

What makes a 3D 

experience different is 

the thrill it provides. 

The images are sharper and 

much intricate in details. 

3D images not only tickle 

the senses of its audience 

but also helps the film 

makers to expand their 

boundaries to the limits 

of their imagination. The 

entire picture seems so 

real and larger than life 

that you definitely can't 

resist staying away from 

the visual treat provided 

to you on screen.
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and larger than life that you definitely can't resist 

staying away from the visual treat provided to you 

on screen.

According to a recent study, cinema goers believe 

that 3D makes a very little difference to the quality 

of a movie. This year many movies were made using 

the 3D technology. Out of which Harry Potter and 

the Deathly Hallows: Part 2, Transformers: Dark of 

the Moon, Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger 

Tides, proved a big draw for audiences in 2011 

making them the top three biggest earners at the 

box office this year.

Making a movie in 3D using 3D cameras is a tough 

process; instead film makers are trying to convert 

2D movies into 3D through "slapdash conversion". 

Some directors believe that this conversion process 

does not assure better quality. 

Avatar, which was a huge commercial success and 

reportedly the most expensive movie of 2009, was 

filmed entirely using a 3D camera system, which 
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was partly developed by director James Cameron. 

Some movies, including the Harry Potter finale, were 

being shot with regular cameras and converted into 

3D during post-production. Director Louis Leterrier 

admitted that he had wanted to use 3D cameras to 

shoot his Greek mythology epic, Clash of Titans - 

but the technology was so new, the only ones in 

existence had already been booked for Avatar. 

Leterrier had reservations about the conversion 

process - which, in essence, cuts the picture into 

layers like a pop-up book - but ultimately, he was 

impressed with the result. 

Tim Burton, whose Alice in Wonderland movie was 

converted to 3D in post-production, believes the 

differences in quality are more about artistic vision 

than techniques. "With all of these tools, you can 

see good 3D, bad 3D, good conversion and bad 

conversions," he said.

Watching a 3D movie at the cinema costs you the 

same as watching a commercial 2D movie - the 

difference lies in the several ways of tricking your 

eyes into seeing that extra dimension and, according 

to some, the quality varies greatly. British director 

Mike Newell (Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, 

Four Weddings and a Funeral) filmed the bulk of his 

new movie, Prince Of Persia, in 2008 and some 

critics have expressed surprise that it was not given 

a 3D makeover on its journey to the big screen. But 

he was adamant that the film would be seen the way 

it was shot.

A 2D film can be easily converted to 3D as the 

process is much cheaper and roughly adds about 

30% to the budget, but the cost of conversion is 

unlikely to exceed $15m (£9.8m) dollars. These 

movies are profitable for cinemas as they can charge 

higher ticket prices and also sell the required 

glasses. With the extra bucks to be made at the box 

office, and the popularity of 3D movies in the 

cinema industry, this technology at this moment 

definitely shows no signs of stopping. 
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o all good things come to an end? I would 

rather say no, as they all come again loaded Dwith gleeful surprises and much more fun. 

Such is the legacy of one of the world's finest and 

most anticipated award ceremonies of the world, 

THE OSCARS. Presented by the Academy of Motion 

Picture Arts and Sciences, the Academy Awards 

started with the first award presentation in the year 

1929 at Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Haven 

completed the 83rd year of honouring the best of the 

Hollywood for the year 2011, the Academy is gearing 

up for its 84th year in 2012 at Kodak Theatre.

Revisiting the 

OSCARS

83rd to 84th 
Academy Awards 
- A quick glance at the bygone and a preview ahead.

Reminiscence of the past

The 'Young Blood of the Hollywood Industry', Anne 

Hathaway and James Franco co - hosted the 83rd 

Academy Awards Saturday night LIVE event on 27th 

February 2011 at Kodak Theatre, marking the first 

time a male - female duo had shared the same 

Oscar stage for hosting duties. The three hour 

broadcast of the show was kicked off with the hosts 

comical journey through some of the year's 

nominated films, as they entered the venue stage 

with a climatic spin. The dramatic projection 

focused stage designs later featured tributes to some 

of Hollywood's most enduring productions. 

The major surprise 

element of the event 

was the appearance 

of the popular past 

host Billy Crystal 

who presented a 

trip back in time to 

the first televised 

ceremony (the 25th 

Academy Awards in 

1953), with Bob 

Hope making a virtual appearance at the podium. 

Gwyneth Paltrow, Celine Dion, Florence Welch and 

composer A.R. Rahman, Mandy Moore and Zachary 

Levi also showed some finest performances at the 

award ceremony. Halle Berry also appeared for a 

special tribute to the late Lena Horne, legendary 

actress, singer, and civil rights activist. Though, 

2011 Award ceremony as claimed, was quite 

predictable and one seemed very sure as to who 

would take the golden statute home, there was  

absolutely no doubt that the best of 2011 have 

indeed been honoured. 
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Best Picture - "The King's Speech"

Actor in a Leading Role - Colin Firth in "The King's Speech"

Actress in a Leading Role - Natalie Portman in "Black Swan”

Actor in a Supporting Role - Christian Bale in "The Fighter”

Actress in a Supporting Role - Melissa Leo in "The Fighter"

Animated Feature Film - "Toy Story 3”

Art Direction - "Alice in Wonderland”

Cinematography - "Inception”

Costume Design - "Alice in Wonderland”

Directing - "The King's Speech"

Documentary (Feature) - "Inside Job”

Documentary (Short Subject) - "Strangers No More”

Film Editing - "The Social Network”

Foreign Language Film - "In a Better World", Denmark

Makeup - "The Wolfman" 

Music (Original Score) - "The Social Network”

Music (Original Song) - "We Belong Together" from "Toy Story 3" Music

Short Film (Animated) - "The Lost Thing”

Short Film (Live Action) - "God of Love”

Sound Editing - "Inception" 

Sound Mixing - "Inception”

Visual Effects - "Inception”

Writing (Adapted Screenplay) - "The Social Network”

Writing (Original Screenplay) - "The King's Speech"

Here is a quick glance at 
who made it to the 2011 winner's list:
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Sneak Peak into the Future

The Red carpet was rolled, the winners took their 

golden man home and the lights were finally 

dimmed as the 83rd Academy Awards came to an 

end. But the award season is here again, a new year 

with a whole lot new intriguing movies and stars to 

be honoured. The 84th Academy Awards is 

scheduled to take place at the Kodak Theatre on 

February 26, 2012. The event will be hosted by 

Oscar nominee, Eddie Murphy. 

The 84th edition is coming up with a lot new 

changes in the rules for selecting the best. Being, 

repeatedly under criticism for the 'Best Picture' 

category the Motion Picture Academy has tweaked 

its  rules again, switching to a more stringent, 

variable nominating system that will result in 

between five and 10 movies in the contest each year. 

Under the new system a film must receive more 

than 5 percent of the first-place votes in the 

nominating process to receive a best picture 

nomination. Based on analysis of voting patterns 

over the past 10 years, the academy said, this 

change would result in a slate of anywhere from 5 to 

10 nominees. This rule would ensure that only 

movies that are well-loved by the industry score 

nominations.

In announcing the rule change, the academy's board 

of governors said the move would add "a new twist" 

to the best-picture race, and "a new element of 

surprise" to its annual nominations announcement, 

which happens in late January. But the shift does 

not address what many critics say is the most 

pressing problem facing the Oscar broadcast, which 

falls in late february after months of other 

ceremonies by various Hollywood guilds and groups: 

a lack of suspense and a general awards weariness.

In the animated feature film category, the need for 

the Board to vote to "activate" the category each year 

was eliminated, though a minimum number of 

eligible releases - eight - is still required for a 

competitive category. Additionally, the short films 

and feature animation branch recommended, and 

the Board approved refinements to the number of 

possible nominees in the Animated Feature 

category. In any year in which eight to 12 animated 

features are released, either two or three of them 

may be nominated. When 13 to 15 films are 

released, a maximum of four may be nominated, 

and when 16 or more animated features are 

released, a maximum of five may be nominated.

In the visual effects category, the "bakeoff" at which 

the nominees are determined will expand from seven 

to 10 contenders. The increase in the number of 

participants is related to a change made last year in 

which the number of films nominated in the visual 

effects category was increased from three to five.

Previously, the Board approved changes to the 

documentary feature and documentary short 

category rules that now put those categories' 

eligibility periods in line with the calendar year and 

thus with most other awards categories. The change 

means that for the 84th Awards cycle only, the 

eligibility period is more than 12 months; it is from 

September 1, 2010 to December 31, 2011.

A few weeks ago the Academy advised members that 

it would shift from paper ballots to an electronic 

voting system as early as this year. Electronic voting 

allows the academy to consider an earlier date for its 

awards show, a change that might wake up the 

audience and would almost certainly trigger 

recalibration by organizations that give pre-Oscar 

awards. Those include the Hollywood Foreign Press 

Association, which gives the Golden Globes at a 

ceremony in January. Other modifications of the 

84th Academy Awards rules include normal date 

changes and minor "housekeeping" changes.

With new rules effective for the Best Picture 

category, Academy has added a new twist to the pre 

- award movie campaign as well. Prohibition of paid-

for by the studio receptions featuring the considered 

film's stars and filmmakers have been laid by the 

academy this year to keep a check on the frantic 

movie campaigns. Of course, these events may still 

take place prior to the nominations being 

announced on January 24, 2012. 

Prior to that January 24 date, screenings and panel 

sessions with stars and filmmakers will still be 

permitted, but after the nominations are 

announced, nominated stars and films may only 

participate in two events before the big night. 

Reflective of the advent of social media, the Oscars 

have also included a no social media campaigning 

clause in the new rules for after the nominees have 

been announced. 

With a lot new rules coming up, the academy is 

indeed dedicated to make the Oscar 'Prediction Pool' 

indefinitely tougher to predict. From 83rd to 84th 

year a lot has been changes but the motive remains 

still the same, to celebrate and recognize the great 

film contributions and collaborations from the past 

year.
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escribed as "the finest actor 

of the post-independence Dgeneration" by one expert on 

the Indian cinema, no actor can ever 

come close to the diversity of his 

performance. He is an unparalleled 

actor with a powerful voice and 

magnetic screen presence. 

Throughout his career he has 

portrayed over 140 characters.

“He is a versatile actor and handles 

all kinds of roles with great ease.  He 

is one of India's most respected and 

prolific screen personalities."

An overview of career

I studied acting in the National School of Drama 

and then went and studied further in the Film & 

Television Institute of India. I first taught Speech 

and Movement in Bombay's Actors 'Studio and 

started my career in the art house cinema of 

India having worked under directors like Shyam 

Benegal (A Discovery Of India, Aarohan), Govind 

Nihalanai (Ardh Satya,Tamas), Satyajit Ray 

(Sadgati) and other such stalwarts. In the late 

Nineties I shifted to commercial Hindi cinema as 

the art cinema movement had almost ended 

here. The turn of the century saw me working in 

a number of international films, especially 

British cinema.

"Sadgati" and Experience working 

with Satyajit Ray

It was a highly fulfilling experience as well as 

learning opportunity. I was in awe of him when I 

was called to work with him. And he lived every 

of four decades..
A Veteran 
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bit to that image. He was a hard task master and yet 

was very open to ideas if the ideas made sense. Or 

else he followed his storyboard to a tee. During 

Sadgati I very hesitatingly made a suggestion which 

was deviated a little from the script. Ray looked at me 

thoughtfully and later on incorporated the changes. 

Another time he told me that I was to enter a 

particular house "gingerly". I was unaware of the 

word and I asked him the meaning. Instead of just 

explaining the word in a synonym, he explained to me 

in an actor's language, visually.

He said, "When a dog is quietly entering a new 

territory, he walks slowly with a lot of caution and 

"hesitation. That is how you should walk.

Brief on 'Hasari Pal' in City of Joy. How 

did it happen?

Roland Joffe the Director of City of Joy happened to 

see a couple of my films. He got in touch with his 

Casting Director, Priscilla John who got in touch with 

me.

Since City Of Joy was my first international project 

with a top star like Patrick Swayze, I was obviously 

nervous to be pitted opposite him and a Hollywood 

unit. But I prepared well for my role. I got into the 

skin of the character by learning to pull a hand 

rickshaw bare foot on the streets of Calcutta with two 

passengers in tow. I also lost weight to achieve the 

lean look of a rickshaw puller.

In an interview you have said that you 

are 'Untouchable' for commercial 

cinema. Why do you feel so?

Because I do not have the conventional good looks of 

a lollypop hero of a commercial Bollywood film.

Experience working in 'Gandhi' directed 

by Richard Attenborough

Since I had just one scene, a cameo literally, it was 

more an honor working in such a fine project and 

with lord Attenborough rather than garnering 

experience. The proud moment for me was when the 

scene (and the only one) in which I was with Sir Ben 

Kingsley, was the one shown at the Academy awards! 

You have become an internationally 

acclaimed actor for starring in British 

films such as My Son the Fanatic, East 

is East, West is West and The Parole 

Officer as well as in Hollywood films 

including City of Joy, Wolf and The 

Ghost and the Darkness. How did all 
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this happen?

As I said it all started with 'City Of Joy' and Roland 

Joffe. Mike Nichols (for Wolf) and Michael Douglas 

(for 'Ghost and the Darkness') saw me in 'City of Joy 

'and decided to cast me for their films. Then later, 

Priscilla John the casting director of 'City Of Jo'y 

happened to recommend me to Jeremy Conway, my 

UK agent and soon films like 'Brothers In trouble', 

'My Son The Fanatic', 'East Is East', 'White Teeth' and 

a slew of British films came my way. 'East Is East' 

perhaps is the film which made me a household 

name in England as it was a huge success and since 

then I am perhaps the only Indian actor to have 

impacted British cinema. I have been awarded the 

OBE by Her Majesty the Queen. I feel very humbled.

Your comment on the current state of 

Indian Cinema

I feel that because there are no sensible cinemas 

being made here. The art cinema movements of the 

'70s and '80s have died and most of the films are 

made for entertainment. Out of the hundreds of 

filmmakers there are perhaps 15-20 directors who a 

make a little sensible films. The rest make little 

sense. 

An outline on Ardh Satya and Aarohan 

which bagged you the National Film 

Award for Best Actor?

'Arohan' was a film by Shyam Benegal on landless 

farmers. I worked very hard and tanned myself and 

walked with a limp whilst trying to essay the 

character based on a real life person. Unfortunately 

the film despite winning a national award is yet to be 

released in India (except for west Bengal).

As for 'Ardh Satya', it was the turning point in my 

career as it got me a lot of recognition and was 

commercially very viable. I worked hard to get a lean 

and fit frame of a cop. For the first time my producers 

enrolled me in a gym and I also learnt to ride a bike. i 

would borrow my friend's bike and ride all over the 

city to get into the groove of the character. And most 

important I tried not to over act, but underplay the 

role of a common policeman...an ordinary citizen like 

you and me.

Your upcoming projects 

'West Is West' by mike De Emmony, a sequel to east 

Is east and Farhan Akhtar's 'Don 2',a sequel to his 

earlier Don with Shaharukh Khan.

— In Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's 

Chest, In order to get an actual surprised 

reaction, the small kissing scene between 

Jack Sparrow and Elizabeth Swann was cut 

out of Orlando Bloom's script.

— In the movie Inception, a revolving corridor 

was specially designed for its action 

sequence.

— King Kong was Adolf Hitler's favorite movie.

— One of the Bond girls in the James Bond 

movie, "For Your Eyes Only" used to be a 

man.

— The producers of the movie Gone With The 

Wind were fined 5,000 dollars for allowing 

the word "damn" to be heard within the 

movie's dialog. 

— The Godfather was the first movie in over 

twenty years in which Marlon Brando was 

required to audition. 

— After reading the script for Men in Black, 

Will Smith did not want any part of the 

movie. It was wife Jada that persuaded him 

to take the part.

— In one afternoon's Casino Royale film 

shooting, three Aston Martin DBS cars 

valued at $300,000 each were destroyed for 

the car roll sequence.

— The word "actually" is spoken 22 times in 

the film by various characters in Love 

Actually, film

— In Pink Panther (2006. film) Jackie Chan 

was considered for the part of Clouseau's 

assistant, Kato.

— Pulp Fiction cost $8 million to make - $5 

million going to actor's salaries.

— Liverpool is the most filmed British city.

— Bruce Lee was so fast, that they actually had 

to slow a film down so you could see his 

moves.

— No one (that is still alive) knows who 

supplied the voice of God in the epic The Ten 

Commandments. 

Fun Facts
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(for 'Ghost and the Darkness') saw me in 'City of Joy 

'and decided to cast me for their films. Then later, 

Priscilla John the casting director of 'City Of Jo'y 

happened to recommend me to Jeremy Conway, my 

UK agent and soon films like 'Brothers In trouble', 

'My Son The Fanatic', 'East Is East', 'White Teeth' and 

a slew of British films came my way. 'East Is East' 

perhaps is the film which made me a household 

name in England as it was a huge success and since 

then I am perhaps the only Indian actor to have 

impacted British cinema. I have been awarded the 

OBE by Her Majesty the Queen. I feel very humbled.

Your comment on the current state of 

Indian Cinema

I feel that because there are no sensible cinemas 

being made here. The art cinema movements of the 

'70s and '80s have died and most of the films are 

made for entertainment. Out of the hundreds of 

filmmakers there are perhaps 15-20 directors who a 

make a little sensible films. The rest make little 

sense. 

An outline on Ardh Satya and Aarohan 

which bagged you the National Film 

Award for Best Actor?

'Arohan' was a film by Shyam Benegal on landless 

farmers. I worked very hard and tanned myself and 

walked with a limp whilst trying to essay the 

character based on a real life person. Unfortunately 

the film despite winning a national award is yet to be 

released in India (except for west Bengal).

As for 'Ardh Satya', it was the turning point in my 

career as it got me a lot of recognition and was 

commercially very viable. I worked hard to get a lean 

and fit frame of a cop. For the first time my producers 

enrolled me in a gym and I also learnt to ride a bike. i 

would borrow my friend's bike and ride all over the 

city to get into the groove of the character. And most 

important I tried not to over act, but underplay the 

role of a common policeman...an ordinary citizen like 

you and me.

Your upcoming projects 

'West Is West' by mike De Emmony, a sequel to east 

Is east and Farhan Akhtar's 'Don 2',a sequel to his 

earlier Don with Shaharukh Khan.

— In Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's 

Chest, In order to get an actual surprised 

reaction, the small kissing scene between 

Jack Sparrow and Elizabeth Swann was cut 

out of Orlando Bloom's script.

— In the movie Inception, a revolving corridor 

was specially designed for its action 

sequence.

— King Kong was Adolf Hitler's favorite movie.

— One of the Bond girls in the James Bond 

movie, "For Your Eyes Only" used to be a 

man.

— The producers of the movie Gone With The 

Wind were fined 5,000 dollars for allowing 

the word "damn" to be heard within the 

movie's dialog. 

— The Godfather was the first movie in over 

twenty years in which Marlon Brando was 

required to audition. 

— After reading the script for Men in Black, 

Will Smith did not want any part of the 

movie. It was wife Jada that persuaded him 

to take the part.

— In one afternoon's Casino Royale film 

shooting, three Aston Martin DBS cars 

valued at $300,000 each were destroyed for 

the car roll sequence.

— The word "actually" is spoken 22 times in 

the film by various characters in Love 

Actually, film

— In Pink Panther (2006. film) Jackie Chan 

was considered for the part of Clouseau's 

assistant, Kato.

— Pulp Fiction cost $8 million to make - $5 

million going to actor's salaries.

— Liverpool is the most filmed British city.

— Bruce Lee was so fast, that they actually had 

to slow a film down so you could see his 

moves.

— No one (that is still alive) knows who 

supplied the voice of God in the epic The Ten 

Commandments. 
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